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 b) Who signed naturally with his right hand c) He signed naturally with his left hand d) He signed normally with his right hand
and left hand e) He signed naturally with his right hand, holding his signed-right hand in a front position f) He signed naturally

with his right hand and left hand Comments Molly Miller 7 years ago This is a great assignment! I was not able to do it
completely and I agree with the comments about the different ways you can sign. I agree that "c" seems out of place because he

signs with his left hand in the air and I also noticed that "e" is incorrect. Maybe he is just signaling to someone else or has to
signal to himself. But my question is, why do we not see both hands at once? I understand the idea of signing left hand first and

then signing right. But I do not think that either hand goes into the air at the same time. Thanks for posting this great
assignment! Shannah Smith I disagree with Molly Miller. This is not the way that my hand naturally signs. When my right hand
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is signed (as in the case of e), I always use the left hand at the same time. I also do not make the middle-finger-extended gesture
in the air while signing; I make the gesture only when I am speaking to another person. This is why I believe that e does not
work, and it is not the only reason. I believe that a is the correct answer. I do not agree with Molly that the other answers are

incorrect because the student wrote down a. I also agree that c and f are incorrect because the student wrote down d. Question 1:
A. 1) Left hand first, then right (and then both) 2) Left first, then right, and then both together Ana Flores I think that a) is the

answer, becouse " with his right hand in a front position, he made a gesture with both his right hand and his left hand"!!!
Question 2: b) because "he signed with his right hand, holding his signed right hand in a front position". Question 3: c) because
he signed with his right hand, holding his signed right hand in a front position. Question 4: d)because "he signed naturally with

his right hand and left hand" Question 5: e) 82157476af
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